Matrix Pro

The ideal sit-to-stand desk

Welcome to
Markant
Markant develops and offers office solutions
with people’s well-being in mind. We believe the
most valuable asset to any company is not only
their people, but also their health. After all,
healthy employees are more productive, happier
and enjoy longer employability.
Our goal is to offer you the ideal office solution.
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The importance of a sit-stand desk
Starting from breakfast time, office staff would
end up spending the day sitting too much and too
long. In this technological age, we have made our
lives easier. Groceries can be delivered straight to
the door; automated lawn-mowers are readwly
available at our bidding to mow the lawn for us
while we sit back at the couch watching Netflix.
Prolonged sitting has become a norm in our
modern lifestyle.
Sitting for long hours at the office has also become
part and parcel of working life. The negative effects
of prolonged sitting are becoming evidently clearer
as it has been proven to pose serious threats to our
health. For example, our brains work slower as a
result and there is an increased risk of obesity, Type
II Diabetes, heart failure and even certain types
of cancer. Therefore, it is our goal to encourage
movement for a healthier working environment.
Alternating between sitting and standing is a good
first step towards a healthier and positive lifestyle.
Our new Matrix Pro represents the next innovative
step for aiding the alternation between sitting and
standing. The worktop can be swiftly and silently
adjusted to the desired height. Through the cable
management system solutions, the desk always
looks tidy in any position..
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Neat appearance
Thanks to its large rectangular frame, the Matrix Pro has
a robust appearance that matches its qualities. Its fully
integrated cable management system offers more than
enough space for all cabling to be stored out of sight but
easily accessible.
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Cabling like a pro
All Matrix Pro accessories can be installed before the
worktop is mounted. This allows for an easy installation of
all equipment and its cables in the absence of a normally
obstructing worktop. Even the monitors can be installed in
advance. This gives you plenty of room to work and enables
you to comfortably see what you’re doing.
Even if the worktop has already been mounted, all the
cabling work remains easily accessible. The lid of the central
cable tray can be kept open with magnets, and with the
optional Fast Fix fastener, the worktop can be attach and
detach directly by hand.
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Articulated arm

Magnetic lid holder

For routing the cables from the worktop to the

As the lid is held up magnetically, you can easily

cable tray.

reach the cabling.
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Easy cable tray installation

Media hub

No additional tools are required for assembly.

Provides power supply for any additional
electrical devices.
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Removable screens

Multidrawer

The upholstered screens are easy to remove and

Works as a personal storage space which is

reassemble.

lockable.
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Combine like a pro
There are different available fabrics and colours for
the acoustic panel combined with a wide selection of
worktop and frame colours which will ensure that there
is always a combination that suits you best. Start by
putting together your own unique design. Need help?

Matrix

Markant’s advisors will be more than happy to assist you.

(alleen leverbaar in wit, RAL 9016)

Available frame colors are white, silver and
black. For the worktop, there are a lot of colours
and wooden decor that are available.

White RAL 9010

Black RAL 9005

Matrix Pro

Silver RAL 9022

* For wooden decors and available colours, please
view our brochure ‘’z’’.

Matrix Pro duo
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Building workspaces like a pro

1

2
The frame of Matrix (251001XX) is packed in a durable

Open the box and unfold it. The frame is already pre-

cardboard box of 122x22x28 cm ( l x w x h). The packaging is

assembled in the box.

equipped with six handles for easy handling.

3

4

Fold up the legs, slide the frame outwards to fit desired size and

Mount the worktop to the frame and attach the digital

fix it with the bolts that are already mounted in the frame.

controller. Your workstation is now ready to use. It is also
possible for us to assemble the Matrix for you upon delivery.
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Markant Malaysia & Australia
apac@markantoffice.com
Markant The Netherlands
info@markantoffice.com
markantoffice.com

Actual colors may differ from print and digital preview. 1440_MAR _Matrix Pro brochure

